
Biology: Ecology – Pre-IB  
Assignment 1 – Due 26 June 2021 

Adaptations and interdependence 

Answers 

1. Normal enzymes would change shape and denature 80°C, meaning they would no longer work. 

The enzymes in this type of bacteria are adapted to withstand high temperature so that they 

will not denature at 80°C . This allows the bacteria to live in the hot springs. 

2. To ensure the investigation is valid. If the size of the quadrat is changed during an investigation, 

there would be more than one independent variable, and the results from different samples 

could not be compared. 

3.  Interspecific competition. 

4. The grey squirrel was better adapted for survival than the red squirrel. The grey squirrel 

outcompeted the red squirrel for access to resources. Grey squirrels reproduced more 

successfully, so their population size increased whereas the red squirrel population size 

decreased. 

 

Sampling answers 

Possible hypothesis: There will be a higher population density of daisies in a sunny area than a shady 

area. 

Independent variable : Area being sampled shady/sunny  

Dependent variable: Density of daisies/number of daisies 

Control variables:  Number of sections/quadrats sampled in each area; size of quadrat; time of 

day/season. 

 

Basic method: 

 Produce a grid of each area and number the grids. 

 Use a random generator, to select areas on the grid to sample 

or use some other random method to sample the area but it must be stated how this is 

done. 

 Count the number of daisies in each quadrat sampled and record in a table. 

 Repeat the same method in the other area (shady/sunny) 

 Calculate the average number of daisies in the area from the quadrats sampled. 

 Compare the data from each area. 

 Or statistical analysis, compare the number of daisies from each quadrat using the Student 

T-test – this will show if there is a significant difference in population density. 

 

  



Organising Ecosystems 

Answers 

1 a A species that eats the prey, always a carnivore.  

 b A species that is eaten by the predator.  

2 predators, reproduce, increase, decrease, birth, competition, decrease, survive, increases.  

3 a The dashed line represents the predator and the solid line represents the prey.  

   

 b i A   

  ii D  

  

 c The prey population is starting to increase because the predator population is low. This 
means that more of the prey population can survive and reproduce. 

 

 

Cycles – answers  

1. Plants absorb CO2 for photosynthesis. 
All organisms/any named organism respire(s) and release(s) CO2 

Any four from: 

 carbon compounds/named compound made by plants 

 plants eaten by animals 

 dead organisms/faeces are decomposed/decayed 

 by bacteria/microorganisms 

 dead plants and animals (may) form fossil fuels when (fossil) fuels are burnt they release 
CO2 into the air. 

2. (a) bacteria and fungi 

(b)  both increase rate because oxygen is needed for (aerobic) respiration or oxygen is 
used to release energy do not accept anaerobic and ignore energy produced as increased 
temperature causes faster reactions eg respiration allow increased rate of enzyme action 

(c)  water / moisture / rain 

       (d)  methane 

      (e)  60 

       (f)   so plants / crops grow faster / better 

              (decays further and) releases / contains mineral ions / named example 

              allow releases / contains nutrients - ignore nitrogen / food / carbon dioxide 

                     allow as a fertiliser 

              allow retains water in soil 

              allow improves drainage 

              allow insulates / keeps warm 

              allow suppresses weed growth 

              allow improves soil structure 


